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Which sports may you be
interested in using the pitch for
(tick as many as you like, new
teams can be set up for some of
these to play amongst ourselves
within the village or in local
leagues)?

If you have any other thoughts, concerns, great ideas regarding this project or other ideas
for the funds then please, please do share them here.
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Concerned that this facility will add to the already creeping urbanisation of this rural village location. Sorry I can't
think of any other more positive ideas for the funds.
The objection would be from those who use it for football. It would be great to be able to acomodate both grass
and MUGA but think the MUGA would get more use than the full size grass pitch. Fundraising would take some
thought, but I like Andrew's idea of charging for lighting. It would mainly come from the booking fees so these
would have to be adequate. Also a fundraising ball or supper for users, sports tournaments to which tickets would
be sold etc. The school is looking to raise funds to resurface the play ground and maybe a joint annual
spring/summer ball/dance with villagers and school parents with raffles etc could go towards these and school
could have reduced or free access to pitch.
Great idea, good for the school and village, but will take alot to manage if hiring out, village and school should get
a good discount
Needs to be as versatile as possible without compromising it's viability to any particular sport. It can't be "all things to
all men"
I think the area where the football field is could be made to look more inviting and also think the wooded area
alongside the main road is a disgrace to the village with so much ivy and unkept appearance. There could still be
an environmental area, but the amount of ivy getting everywhere is worrying.
What Has Happened To The Micro Wave Broadband Project. This is an essential utility for everyone in our villages.
Thank you for promoting this
Important to ensure it is self funding when operational.
A fund raising fun day games and sports in the community centre and on the playing field. "Have a go " at
activities, exhibitions stalls raffle etc. Perhaps local celebrity sports people / clubs could be persuaded to support
/attend/participate.
Would not support anything that impinged on the football pitch. Would also want to be sure the school were
committed to using it as least once a week to justify it.
I feel sure all avenues of obtaining grants will be covered and with good momentum regards local fund raising it will
be achieved.

